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The War on Terror
For thousands of years there has been a terrorist war on the people of God and
most ignore it or do not even know it is happening.
Satan has been terrorising the people of God (a terrorist is one who terrorises)
and the church has been blinded to it so that its people are destroyed or crippled
and no one does much about it or knows how to handle these terrorists.
Jesus warned us about them and gave us authority over them to remove their
works and to stop them even doing them but few know how to do this (Mark
16:17-18).
Until Christians take this war of terror seriously they will not do the work of God
as He wants it done, or be able to be used by Him to expand The Kingdom of
God. They will sit in or out of churches feeling useless or as if they could do
more than they are doing.
If you are not involved in this war of terror then you are a probably a victim of it
and need to regain the ground you have lost before God can use you as He desires too.
What are you willing to give up to stop this terrorist hurting you or others and to
limit and even prevent his attacks on people (such as your children and spouse)
and yourself.
The Kingdom is at stake and whether you battle is up to you. But know this.
There are no rewards for those that do not battle.

Satan is a defeated Enemy
He was made captive at Calvary (Eph. 4:8). He had held the world Captive, had
been defeated at Calvary and was now a prisoner. He was publicly humiliated
by Jesus and it was shown for all to see that He had been beaten and was now a

captive (Col. 2:15).
Satan is a prisoner who has escaped his prison and is unlawfully roaming the
world as it belongs to Jesus and who has not been given permission to leave his
prison. So in the delegated authority of Jesus you have been given he can be
sent back to Jesus to be judged and punished for what he has done:
Leaving the prison
Attacking people
Opposing Jesus in all he does on earth
He has no right to attack or use people but is able to replace demons that are
removed from them if the person does not want to repent. The Holy Spirit
cannot take the pace of the demons that have left so seven worse one can come
in.
He can be sent back for breaking God’s Laws and escaping regardless of what
‘right’ he claims over a person as he is a prisoner and prisoners have no rights to
leave the prison and attack people on earth who now belong to Jesus and it is for
this you cast him out and send him back to be judged by Jesus and as he has been
defeated he has to go and be judged. You do not even need to attack his hold
on the person as that is irrelevant for the purpose of him being an escaped prisoner.
When you punish Satan command him to experience what he place on people
until he is cast into the lake of fire. This is easy once you remember what he
does to people in hell, how he tortures them when he does not have to. Remember also how he has hurt you, your family and billions who have lived and
are living. He is not a nice demon.
This is war and there are no prisoners and no compassion shown to our enemy
as they show none to us.
You are either involved in this war, learning about it or resting from it, otherwise
you are helping Satan, not obeying Jesus and risk losing your salvation, unless you
do not know about this war as the church you are in has not told you about it or
your part in it.

The Silent War
Overview
There is a war in progress on earth at the moment. It is between the rulers of
The Kingdom of God (Jesus) and The Kingdom of Satan. The prize is the
eternal soul of every person who has lived, is living or is going to love. The
enemy is cunning and has managed to make his presence irrelevant or immaterial
to his opposition and has been able to convince others to follow him as their
leader in this world.
Both leaders are playing for the same pool of souls so the fighting is deadly and
earnest.
An overview of the two forces is as follows:
Commander-in-Chief

Jesus

Satan

Base of operations

The Kingdom of God Hell

Battlefield of the Earth
combatants

Earth

Guide of the
combatants

Holy Spirit

Demon Guides

Combatants

People in a right rela- People deceived by Satan to follow
tionship with God
him and his evil ways, whom he uses
for his purposes, often without their

knowledge.
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ants
capture the eternal soul of combatants
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Things promoted God and His Things Satan and his things
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Kingdom of darkness.

This war is conducted in the spiritual realm by God, His Angels, Satan and his
demons (fallen angels) using spiritual weapons and combatants controlled on
earth by God (Through The Holy Spirit) and Satan (through His demons). The
effects may be observed in the physical as sickness (mental, physical, and emotional) and demonic possession as well as supernatural manifestations by the
representatives of both leaders and at times by the leaders themselves.
Some of God’s weapons are His truth, the delegated authority of Jesus, His Love
and Character expressed in and through us, The Holy Spirit to guide us, prayer
and what happened at Calvary and its flow-on effects. Satan can only deceive or
distract us and this is the basis of all he does. He causes us to take our focus off
Jesus and His Things so we fix our eyes on our problems and become bound by
them. He can only deceive us about the things of God or distract us from them
if we let him.
The real battle is between the spiritual forces. The combatants are used to carry
out the commands of God and Satan. Anyone not fighting the battle with spiritual weapons has lost before they even begin to fight.
The weapons of Warfare
2 Cor 10:4-5 For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty
through God to the pulling down of strong holds;)
Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the
knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of
Christ;
Weapon

How God uses

How Satan uses

Truth

The truths of God set you
free from the lies of the
enemy and the bondages
he tries to put on you
through these lies.

Misuses the Truths of
God or twists them to
make people accept his
way of doing things.

Misquotes or alters the
Bible so people do not
know the truths that will
set them free.

Delegated authority of Je- Used to remove the enemy Demons must convince
sus
demons as well as any
people to accept their
damage they have done to authority by geting peoa combatant and replacing ple to accept what they
the area of influence of
tell them as being true.
these demons with that of Their combatants curse
The Kingdom of God.
people to get demons to
do their work (but really
the demons appear to
obey them for the purposes of controlling the
combatant).

God’s Love and Character Integrity of a follower of
in us (Gal 5:22,23)
Jesus enables them to
stand in the battle and attract people by their lifestyle.

Satan tries to replace this
with his standards and as
people accept these they
degenerate in character
and become more evil
and mentally unstable.

The Holy Spirit’s guidance Advises us in this war for Demons advise for their
the purposes of the Will of own purposes as well as
the commander, Jesus
the purposes of heir
commander Satan.

Prayer

Jesus answers according to Satan evaluates as to
whether it is according to whether it will benefit his
His Will or Purposes and purposes and further his
thus The Purposes of The desire for control and
Kingdom of God .
power.

Praise

God uses it to keep His Uses praise to himself to
combatant focused and
encourage his own force
demons hate it as it disturbs their concentration
and peace in the battle
with God.

Armour of a Christian

Based on the relationship Is the antithesis of all this
with God, is foundational enemy commander tires
to that relationship and
to achieve
reinforces this relationship

Calvary

Jesus, by His death, defeated Satan there and removed the barriers between God and man. Satan was made a prisoner
there so can be sent back
to Jesus to be made cap-

Satan tries to convince
people this event never
occurred and if it did is
of no effect or consequence against him and
his demons. This was
their greatest defeat that

tive again.

transcends all of eternity.

What is our protection in this war ?
Our relationship to our Commander-in-Chief as totally committed follower of
His protects us and Satan cannot attack us without the consent of Jesus and
must try and make us accept something of his so he can try and control us more
successfully. If Jesus is Lord of our life then nothing Satan offers us can tempt
us to rebel against Jesus and follow Satan in the area he is tempting us in.
It is this position as a fully committed citizen of The Kingdom of God that enables Jesus to protects us. Anything that Jesus is not Lord of Satan can attack,
but only in the guidelines Jesus allows him to (1 Cor 10:13). Satan is allowed to
attack us for the purposes of our correction or maturity.
The objectives of each side
The objective of each side is to have combatants from the other side join them.
God does this with the purpose of freeing them from the influence and control
of His enemy so that these people will be with Him in eternity enjoying the joys
and pleasures He has for them. Satan seeks to snare people from God’s beneficial purposes to his own purposes seeking to increase his power and area of influence in the world so he can come as the ‘saviour’ of the world in place of Jesus
and rule it openly than rather in secret as he tries too now. He also seeks to take
as many as he can with him to the lake of fire and to the eternal torment that is
there. Whatever side people are on Satan’s ultimate aim is to destroy them.
Methods of attack
The combatants of God use the truths of God to show the errors and lies of
their enemy. The combatants of Satan use lies and deceit to try and prove God’s
truths are not accurate and that the lies of Satan are more correct and believable.
His demons also try and distract people from the battle so that these people not
in the battle but elsehwere doing things that are irrelevant to the purposes of The

Kingdom and while they do not belong to Satan’s army they are not causing him
any problems.
If you are not where God wants you to be and you do this deliberately then you
are in disobedience to Jesus and you are helping Satan in the battle. Jesus allows
this activity in the wrong place if you are not willfully disobedient and tries to
guide you to where you should be but what you are doing is not His Perfect Will
and may actually help His enemy (Rom 8:28 still applies). God can still use what
you do but not as effetely if you were doing what He really desired you to do.
The combatants of God serve out of love for God and others while those of Satan serve out of fear or the advantage they will obtain success from the battle.
The Basic Structure of the armies
The structure of God’s army is very flat. God is on top and directs his angels.
The Holy Spirit in God’s combatants personally directs them. There is only one
layer of control between God (Jesus through The Holy Spirit) and his soldiers.
Satan’s structure is hierarchical as each demon tries to maintain or increase their
authority and power. Satan is on top. Under him are his princes and the unholy trinity (Jezebel, Antichrist and Death and Hades). Under them are the rulers
over nations and then the territorial spirits. Below them are the lower ranks of
demons that do the actual work of deception and distraction and possession of
people.
As the structure of God is flat (there are no people interposed between He and
his combatants) the combatants can directly hear Him through The Holy Spirit in
them. They do not need anyone else to tell them what to do or interpret for
them the instructions of God, only someone at times to witness to the correctness of what they heard.
Perhaps the greatest lie of Satan is that we cannot hear God as He is supposedly
not a personal God and we need ‘approved’ or ‘anointed’ people to tell us what
to do and interpret the things of god. Prophets, pastors, ministers, apostles,
priests etc are necessary Satan tells you so you know what to do or believe. This
means many people do not relate to God because they believe they are not qualified to hear or know God as they should so they go through an intermediary to

hear what God has to say to and do not try to listen themselves. It also implies
because an intermediary ‘hears’ God they must be obeyed. This is in contrast to
God’s desire for you to personally relate and dialogue with The Holy Spirit.
Because the combatants fighting for God all are one level under God, there is no
rank of importance, only maturity and responsibility. All are equal in this body
of combatants. All have direct access to God and the moment one interpose
themselves between God and a combatant there is a defeat of this purpose of
this flat structure.
Satan deceives people to believe that they need a hierarchical structure as we have
in churches and that the hearing or relating to The Holy Spirit is not necessary so
people walk in darkness using reason and man’s methods to guide them because
they do not try and hear hear the instructions of The Holy Spirit. Thus they are
not where God wants them in the battle and Satan sits back and laughs at the
confusion and weak attempts that are consequently made to defeat him.
The Battlefield
While the actual battlefield is the mind of the combatants, the arena it is played
out in is the earth. At the moment Satan controls the earth and the immediate
heavens around it so he has the advantage of territory and thus has set up structures on the earth to reinforce his values and assist his side of the battle. He
uses these structures to try and limit the effectiveness of his enemy and to keep
as many people in bondage and servitude to him as he can. Cults, religions, New
Age, Satanism, science, evolution, theosophy and philosophy and similar are all
structures used by Satan to keep people bound.
Jesus is the Victor
Jesus is greater than Satan so His combatants should never lose a personal battle
with the enemy. If they do it is possible one or more of the following reasons
apply.
They need deliverance
They do not know how to fight properly because they do not know how
to use their weapons properly

They accept the lies of the enemy as if it was the truth
They are not listening to The Holy Spirit so they are not where they
should be or not doing what they should be doing so can be attacked by
Satan.
Jesus is not their Lord and they only give Him lip service
They want what Satan offers more than what God offers them.
Attitudes to the war
Satan hides or plays down the seriousness of this war so people will not realize
how important it really is and so will not get involved with it. He also makes it
appear difficult or requiring specialist training or spirituality to become involved
so people are afraid to fight his demons. This way he removes many from the
battle who would fight him if they knew how easy it was to do so.
If people knew how easy it was to defeat Satan and the effects of his kingdom he
would be rendered ineffective in many parts of the world and would lose the battle there.
He seeks to destroy or control all he can and does so without mercy or pity on
any who get in his road.
In contrast Jesus weeps over the enemy combatants and shows them Mercy upon
Mercy in the hope they will turn to Him. Unlike Satan He deals with them out
of His Love for them and not out of the desire to control or use them for His
selfish purposes.
Satan knows the attitude Jesus has to his (Satan’s) combatants so hides the Love
and Mercy of God from them and tries to minimise its understanding in the
combatants of his enemy, Jesus. He also tries to block the Holy Spirit from being heard by them so they will not get the guidance or understanding they need
to defeat him or be where God wants them to be.
He also places fear on people to hide God’s Love, control them or make them
afraid to fight him as well as placing confusion on them so they do not understand what is going on. If these fail he tries to distract them so they either be-

lieve something incorrectly that renders them harmless to him or useful for him,
or divert them to activities that are Godly in themselves but do not cause him
problems in this battle.
These end up doing what is second best, as they do not realise the importance of
the fight or do not consider it important as they believe Satan cannot attack because they belong to Jesus and do not realise that is the reason Satan attacks
them. It is their indifference, ignorance or complacency about The Kingdom of
God and the battle they are in that gives Satan the opportunity to attack them.
Comments on the War in General
Satan and his demons cannot read the mind of the enemy combatants but from
6000 years of observing them they have a good idea of what they are thinking
and how to pervert them. Satan also seems to have a rough idea of what God
has planned for each combatant and seeks to stop them from achieving this any
way he can.
At times he will try and provide his answer first before God does so he can mislead or destroy the combatant with his deception.
It is fortunate God limits what Satan can do to His people so that Satan can never test God’s people beyond their limit and thus their ability to endure (1 Cor
10:13). Satan has to convince the enemy combatants they are not strong enough
to defeat him and that it is a lie that God limits his power over them to if he
wants to successfully defeat them.
God is honest in all He does but Satan is not. Satan does “not play fair!” But
then, what else can you expect from someone whose purpose is to destroy you
now and cause you to go to eternal torment in eternity after you die.
The followers of Satan do not realize his reign is only temporary and soon he will
be totally defeated when Jesus returns to claim the earth He has won from Satan
as a result of Calvary. This return of Jesus is what the combatants of God pray
for so that the war will be over and there will be peace and order again on earth
under the reign of Jesus. They constantly cry out for Jesus to return, restore The
Kingdom of God on it and heal the earth and all on it!

There are no fence sitters in this war. You are either fighting for God, learning
how to fight or live, resting or by your inactivity helping Satan. If you do not
fight for God without a good reason for doing so you are helping His enemy,
even if only by inactivity in the battle. The followers of God, who show indifference or ignorance to the war are really helping His enemy and may themselves
not be even be a follower of God as they are not fighting for the things of God
as a follower of God should.
In a master stroke of planning Satan had managed to divide the combatants of
God into factions, each claiming to correctly interpret the guidelines and plans of
God, each being too busy to preserve their own faction to fight Satan. By this
Satan has made impressive gains. He has managed to get the rule book (Bible)
of God’s combatants interpreted in such a way that each faction can justify their
existence from it so that no faction will admit they are wrong.
He also has managed to get this rule book rewritten in such a way that it no
longer threatens him as well as making many important doctrines of God more
difficult to prove and has even been able to remove things completely from this
book so that the faith of many are shipwrecked as they read a watered down rule
book that cannot convince them that certain long held beliefs are true because
they cannot be proven conclusively from this “more approved modern version”
of the rule book.
What is worse is that these ‘improved scholarly versions’ can be used in parts by
Satan’s followers for their own worship. He also has adapted words that are
important to God for his own use and redefined them so they apply to him and
the spiritual structure he has set up. He has his own ‘holy spirit’ and unholy
trinity (Death and Hades, Jezebel and Anti-Christ) as well as his own messiah
that will come and supposedly give the world ‘peace’. Satan is a copier and not a
creator so has to copy the things of God.
Through all this copying he confuses things and thus holds his people and his
combatants in subjection. They believe it is truth as it has the semblance of godliness but it is error, being only a satanic parody of the truth. The combatants of
God have the truth but few speak it out to the those on Satan’s side.
One day the battle will end and all will give an account of how they followed Je-

sus and fought in it. Many will be surprised to find they are not followers of
Jesus, having ignored the battle and ignored the things He wanted them to do
(Titus 3:5). They were to busy doing what the world said was right or the faction said was right to actually do what He wanted them to do.
Others will find that Satan was a liar and by following him they rejected all the
good things that God had in store for them if they had followed Him instead of
Satan. Others will find rewards beyond imagination as they see their efforts in the
war were not in vain.
Until that day of judgment the secret war will continue as the eternal salvation of
many souls are fought for by a few of God’s people who fight this good fight out
of love and thanksgiving for God and His things and whose desire is to see
God’s Kingdom come to earth, people freed from Satan and his control as well
as healed of the damage Satan did to them.
The Hiding of The Kingdom
One of the master strokes of Satan was to hide from Christians what it meant to
be a citizen of a kingdom and to serve a king who has the absolute power kings
possessed in the time of Jesus.
Satan did this by turning kingdoms into democracies, reducing the power of remaining kings to basically that of a national figurehead and by ensuring that people made the borders for countries so that the realisation that his was the only
kingdom on earth was hidden. This was because man made national boundaries,
or biblical one (Israel), were no longer were seen as God-given but became the
right of those who inhabited a land, conquered it or made the biggest claim over
it.
Hence people do not understand what it is to serve and represent a king or belong to a kingdom where the king has absolute power (controls all they have including life and death).
The church needs to once again regain this fear of God as King with power of
eternal life and eternal death over them as well as complete control over all they
do or own before it will function as it should. The church needs to learn to
Love Jesus as its King, protector, provider, planner and rewarder before it can

serve Him as it should.
It is amazing how pastors claim absolute power over a church but ignore their
obligation to Jesus and His Authority over them. Christianity is not a democracy. God does not give us decision making power over the affairs of The Kingdom, only in the way we decide to react to what He asks us to do for Him and
His Kingdom.
Jesus said that it was His church and He would build it. Our role then is not to
decide what a church should do but to listen to Jesus and wait for Him to tell us
what He wants done in it.
For too long people have not listened to JEsus and used reason which is why
the churches are in such a mess, not preaching The Gospel of The Kingdom and
ineffective for the purposes of Jesus.
People need to see the spiritual perspective in all things so their perspectives is
on what is happening spiritually (what God wants) and not just what is happening in the physical (what man reasons should occur).
When we appreciate Jesus as King over The Kingdom we belong to then we will
serve Him as we should, putting His Will first, His Kingdom first and His purposes for us before all other purposes.
The Hiding of the truths of The bible
Satan has corrupted the Bible through the use of Gnostic Greek source documents and modern critical techniques which makes what man says about how a
bible verse should be translated more important than what God says how it is
translated. By this he has compromised or hidden many truths of the Bible resulting in a watered down faith or errors in faith. The evidence is there if you
seek it and if you desire to seek it God will lad you to it (Jn7:17).

Satan’s areas of attack
If you were Satan and had the limited resources he does, where would you place
your demonised and possessed people and demons. I suggest the following are
prime areas for him to control for his forces to maximise their corruption of
people and Christians:

All levels of all types of government and their services: federal, state, local
etc.
Legal areas: Judiciary, lawyers, court systems, government enforcement
at any level.
Public service, social services, charities and similar
Media: Television, radio, cinema, newspapers, books, comics, Internet,
computer games
Health care: hospitals, clinics and similar, medicine, medical bodies (policy
making especially)
Education: policy, curriculum, methods of education
Money: Banks (Reserve and normal), lending institutions (loans to other
countries, housing loans etc).
Military, paramilitary organisations
Police and other law enforcement bodies
Science (evolution and other popular anti-God theories)
Theological colleges and seminaries: promote liberalism, error
Religious leaders
Churches, denominations, parachurch organisations
How to counteract this situation?
It is so far gone Jesus will need to do it in the tribulation as well as when he returns
Our part in this is to obey God’s instructions or we will hinder His preparations
for this’ At the moment He is preparing and placing His people strategically
then He will start the disasters to remove Satan’s infrastructure.

Satan and His One World Religion Smoke Screen

To set up his one world religion Satan needs to hide or remove The Kingdom of
God and its citizens from his kingdom as they restrain his work and reveal the
errors of his one world religious system. Satan is unsuccessful in this as it is Jesus removes His citizens when it is time to do so, leaving behind the lukewarm
ones who declared they were His but did not do His work. Satan also has to
destroy the foundations of Christianity so that he can draw people away from the
truth.
He has tried to do the following:
Removed The Lordship of Jesus as the focus of most people in the world including many Christians.
Attacked the divine nature of Jesus or reduced Jesus to the level of a New age
ascended master (so that The Cross is not effective in regards to redemption and salvation. He tries to convince you that salvation requires effort
on your part and that you must work all the time at pleasing God to keep
your salvation.
The virgin birth of Jesus has been attacked by liberal theologians so that it appears He is not the incarnation of God
Water down the importance of The Cross (made it irrelevant to many or misunderstood by them as to its actual application and implications.)
Tried to destroy the inerrancy of The Bible (Liberal theologians are suppose to
have provided a more ‘modern and accurate’ Greek text that destroys or
makes it hard to prove some important doctrines of the Bible. This
apostate Greek text is the basis of all modern bibles).
Hell is no longer relevant (They argue God is Love and would not create Hell or
the devil. No Hell, no punishment, no devil).
Wrong appreciation or understanding of salvation and its aftermath so that errors
like the belief that you are ‘once saved always saved’ removes the need for
obedience and the risk of losing salvation.
Authority lines are blurred or confused. (Jesus becomes a figurehead and the
pastor or minister is more important in the denominational scheme of

things. The denomination becomes more important than The Kingdom
of God).
Wrong theology is taught in regard to spiritual warfare (so Christians do not correctly know there authority over demons and so fear them or fight them
incorrectly).
Wrong emphasis on parts of The Bible so cults or sects are formed or aspects of
faith wrongly are overemphasised and given disproportionate importance
(such as speaking in tongues).
Ecumenecism between liberal theologians and other religions such as Hinduism
and Buddhism so that ‘Christians’ need to compromise their ‘faith’ and belief system to ‘fellowship’ with other religions.
Made himself irrelevant (Satan cannot attack a Christian they say) or made people
not believe in him so they do not concern themselves with him.
Desensitised people to their need of salvation and the church to the need of proclaiming Jesus and the salvation He offers.
Blinded the church to its need to demonstrate The Kingdom of God either as
healing the body, deliverance (healing the soul) or demonstration of its
Gifts to people.
Have man add to the requirements of salvation so salvation is faith plus works
(such as Baptism in the spirit required as part of the evidence of salvation)
and by this removing the uniqueness and adequacy of Jesus to be able to
do to be able to redeem us.
Hide God’s Grace, Mercy and Love so that people live in fear,
self-condemnation and guilt.
Set up a language only churchgoers understand so non-Christians will not be able
to relate to it or understand Christian concepts like salvation and Lordship.
Modernise church and its services so it is little different (in the eyes of
non-christians) to a rock concert or social event and also made preaching
acceptable so that people will leave there without any conviction on any-

thing except they had a good time there.
Make reason more important than faith so that so called Bible ‘myths’, like creation, the fall and The Incarnation, do not have to be believed undermining
the Bible and its credibility and reducing the character and attributes of
God by implying He is not all powerful so is not able to create all or incarnate Jesus. These people imply that Bible is not correct as they say it
has myths so it cannot be believed except in the parts they say it is believable in.
The problem then is to know what parts of it you can believe. So in effect you can no longer use the bible as you do not really know what is
supposed myth, man’s reasonings or from God.
This means that you cannot really know what salvation is as you cannot
say wit certainty that the parts of the bible that talk about salvation are a
curate. If God lied in Genesis where else has he lied and why should he
not also lie in the New Testament where we are told what salvation is.
Belief in The bible is all or nothing. Thee can be no in between stance.
Convince women to follow beauty and not maturity or holiness and by this have
them follow Satan’s worldly values and also be able to manipulate them
As a result of Satan’s work, the world is one gigantic Satanic smoke screen to
hide the truths of God and corrupt Christians assisted by a theology based on
tradition and reason and not What the Bible says. It is also a giant stage used to
desensitise people to spiritual things by clouding their mind with earthly, carnal
things so that things like war, murder, petty crime are no longer affecting people
and they grow lukewarm to God’s attitudes to these things allowing Satan to
bring in his regime of brutality without people really noticing he is doing this.
The truth alone, as interpreted by The Holy Ghost will set you free from this
smoke screen and keep you free. “As many as are led by the Spirit of God these
are the Sons of God” because they walk led The Spirit and do God’s Will in all
things. So Satan is not able to deceive them.
Satan has managed to stop churches teaching people how to walk in The Spirit

and commune with The Holy Spirit on a second by second basis. This is perhaps one of his greatest victories as not knowing how dialogue with the Holy
Spirit keeps people captive to the smoke screen and stops them fighting Satan as
God desires them too.
You need to learn the signs of the smokes screen so you will not be snared by the
wiles of the devil.
Satan’s Conditioning of the World System
Do Christians realize how Satan has conditioned the world through the media
especially Television and the movies? Most do not. If they do they ignore it.
He has made fun of godly things: Who God is, His servants, angels, demons,
hell, life after death, people dying and coming back as angels or helpers, All
wrong! But all designed to make us take lightly the things of God or even ridicule them and by this he has turned many away from seriously thinking about the
things of God. After all, how serious can it be if it is funny or a joke.
He also has desensitized people to sex outside of marriage, pornography, witch
craft, new age values, war and violence by making these commonplace so they
are taken for granted and not given a second thought or even considered to be
out of the ordinary. So people accept these things as being normal and expected
in daily life.
He has managed to have children raised on a diet of these by having television
show these in a way that is acceptable, usually through cartoons. By this he
places his teachings in their subconscious mind, crowding out and even displacing the Truths of Jesus. Compare how many hours children watch new age type
tings on television compared to how man hours they read the bible and pray.
So Christians watch all Satan’s desensitizing material and accept it as normal and
wonder why they no longer feel God’s displeasure at these things or live a holy
life, separated from Satan and all he promotes.
How did this corruption occur in the western world?
Before movies, television and radio, Satan used a class of people who were influential, leaders of society, prided themselves on their abilities to reason and did

not have sufficient faith to accept the Bible as being from God and completely
accurate in all it said. Satan guided them to reject the Bible in parts where it
seemed unreasonable to accept it: Creation in six days, The fall of Adam, The
Incarnation and Virgin Birth was were major areas and through their rejection of
this and their pride in their reasoning abilities Satan was also able to have evolution accepted and the scientific side of the Bible rejected.
If there was no six day creation then evolution is reasonable, the God of the Bible is not all powerful and we do not have to have Jesus as the fall never occurred
so Jesus no longer becomes a saviour messiah but another holy man to follow.
The Bible must have lied about these things so you cannot believe what it says
about salvation or that it is God’s revealed truths for us to live by.
With this acceptance of evolution Satan caused doubt in many about the accuracy
of the Bible so many had problems reconciling The creation history, Biblical
History and science, especially evolution.
With Cinema and television Satan gradually charged what society tolerated using
the lusts of writers and audience as well as the pride of directors and writers being the first with something daring such as swearing and nudity. He used their
satisfaction of this pride to be the first to do something daring to keep the momentum of this descent into immorality until morals were raped and sanity or
reason was no longer a consideration. So they ended up always trying to fins
something new or novel regardless of the cost to children or God’s morality.
The church did little to stop these new things. Satan was able to put more and
more ungodly things into movies, DVD’s and television so that within a lifetime
of seventy years he has corrupted and desensitized a whole society. The Western Society.
Some churches tried to stem the tide of filth but Satan had managed to divide the
church so few were involved in this resistance and those that were usually isolated from the others trying to stem the tide .
The church thought its influence was too strong to worry about these original
immoral few movies or television shows and too holy to get involved in media or
governments.

Now Satan is strong enough To force churches to accept his values through legislation. God is slowly being legislated out of education, the military, the government and public places.
Now television, DVD’s and movies subtly promote Satan’s agenda and the
church sits by and even watches these shows and enjoys them. Christians are so
desensitized to the things off Satan they are no longer offended by them. Many
do not classify things as ungodly any more, only as worth watching or not worth
watching they have been so conditioned by Satan.
They gladly watch and laugh at things that compromise their Soul. Being classified as art, fantasy, science fiction or comedy seems to make the ungodly acceptable. Christians do not realise ungodly input is ungodly input in whatever
form it is input into them.
What makes things worse is that Satan keeps building on what he has set up and
the church does little to stop it. As the church declines Satan’s area of influence
increases.
What is tolerated now would have put you in prison 70 years ago. In one lifetime Satan has corrupted society and badly compromised the western church
which sleeps and seems oblivious to what Satan is doing.
Jesus has to deal with the church, He has to tear it out of the world and purge the
world out of it. The sooner you start this process in your own life the less painful it will be later.
Don’t rely on your church as the responsibility is yours and no one else. With
the abundance of Bibles and Bible study materials there is no excuse.
Your spirit like your body, needs to be fed to grow, It will grow according to the
type of conscious or subliminal inputs you allow to enter you. This is why it is
important to guard what you watch in DVD’s, television, movies or Internet.
The soul is where demons try and influence your inputs. The Holy Spirit influences you in your spirit. As you allow more of Satan’s world system through
indifference to what you watch on television, DVD’s or movies you give Satan
more ammunition to use against you.

Be careful what you watch, Satan may one day use it to cause you to sin or worse,
compromise your faith in Jesus and His salvation.
Attacks on the Bible
Satan has provided many alternatives to the Bible that are more interesting and
exciting to read that the Bible is so that people are drawn to these and read them
rather than the Bible. As a result the Bible is not read in a family group by many
people and its influence has accordingly waned in the home and been taken over
by other media.

If I was Satan how would I subvert Christianity?
Jesus
Evidence for the Historical Jesus
(If Jesus never existed or was not born of a virgin the Christianity has no
reason to exist)
I would try to remove every historical reference to Jesus, His Teachings
and would stop people listening to The Holy Spirit by cluttering their
minds as He provides the information to believe in a historical Jesus. If I
could not do this I would manipulate the historical accounts of Jesus to
show that He was just another holy man and not someone special.
I would promote the thought that Jesus is an irrelevant figure, historical
but irrelevant to make him to be someone who had no bearing on life today. Or I would make him out to be merely a teacher, a ‘master’, human,
but who had ascended into his true purpose/existence, by his own efforts,
thereby being a ‘pattern’ for mankind in the most liberal sense.
I would promote a Go–between Jesus and mankind
I would promote the idea of an intermediary between God and man so
that the spiritual senses are never developed or maturedfully. These intermediaries would be people the church promoted as being spiritual and
necessary for you to seek God’s Will and teachings or to approach God
for you. By this people would be made to rely on these intermediaries

(priests, ministers, prophets and similar) and not learn to hear The Holy
Spirit and what God wanted them to actually do.
I would make these intermediaries so spiritual that the ordinary person
would not think this state was easy to obtain except through works, fasting
or special anointing and that it was not for normal Christians to be like
this.
The Bible
Attacks on God in the Media (Especially in comedy)
I would humanize God, Angels, Satan, and Demons to make them little
different in character to humans
I would portray Christians as being little different to non-Christians or as
extreme; narrow, bigoted, living a life that is not as enjoyable as the life I
offer the world.
I would portray ministers and Christians as hypocrite, saying they serve
God but live a life that is hypocritical doing things God does not approve
of.
I would make the Christian lifestyle of holiness and fasting (abstaining
from what the world I am in control of) look ridiculous and farcical.
I would portray heaven and hell as mythological and makes them to be
like earthly kingdoms.
I would hide the lifestyle in heaven by humanizing so it is like the lifestyle
on earth and nothing really different to really make it worth striving to
get into. All the promises there I would try and hide by the way I promotes heaven. Hell I would show as not being a place of torment and even
a ‘fun place’ to strive to get into.
In Cartoons I would attack the gullible acceptance of Children using pantheism, witches, magic, super heroes, ignoring the True God replacing
him with new age or mythological gods.
Meanwhile parents let their Children grow up watching these things on television

and wonder why their children grow up and join the New Age, or are rebellious
and ungodly.
Satan has used the proliferation of media to remove the Bible and its truths form
the home.
In the old days The Bible was usually the only book a house had and people were
raised on it and taught to read from it. But with the development of the printing
press then television computers and now the Internet, Bible reading is no longer
of interest as what Satan has provided in these media is more exciting and enjoyable as an entertainment.
People look for pleasure and enjoyment now and usually are not interested in the
discipline of the Christian life. Christians have abused Grace and ignore what
needs to be pursued to follow Christ so now people do not seem to need that
lifestyle of God’s Grace as no one promotes it any more.
By swamping us with alternatives to The Bible Satan has dulled the work of The
Bible in us and allowed him to promote his things so that these now proliferate
and Christians accept them and wonder why the world is becoming more pagan
and satanic.
We need to read the Bible every day, study it and meditate on it constantly so
God can use it to guide us and mature us and teach us.
Its truths
I would twist the meaning of the scripture or make its meaning ambiguous
and thus uncertain and imply it was the writings of man and not God
through man.
I would infiltrate the places where Christian ministers and teachers are
taught as well as Christian places of management and leadership. I would
cause the truth to be hidden by gradually changing it throughout the centuries so that what is taught is of tradition or is reasoned or logical truth
and not Truth as taught by The Holy Spirit. Thus I would guide these
ministers and leaders to think as I want them too so that a lifeless and
powerless Christian faith would be taught and led by them.

I would not hide the truths of he Bible but would have them explained
incorrectly or not fully so that the full realization of what God meant was
not known and people would not be set free by the principles of Jesus in
The Bible as they would not have the complete truth as explained in The
Bible.
Anyone who spoke out against the ‘established’ ways of interpreting The
Bible or ‘the things of God’ would be ridiculed and driven out of the
church in the way I thought was most appropriate. I would also cause
those who know the truth to leave churches out of dissatisfaction because
they felt the church they were in was not meeting their needs for spiritual
growth.
I would use this dissatisfaction with the churches to make those that left
spiritually proud, considering that they had the truth while the churches
only had error.
I would also cause them to criticise the church they were in and desire to
go elsewhere so they would never settle for long in one church or if they
did their experience would be unsatisfactory so they would eventually
leave and become isolated from other Christians, ineffective and disillusioned. I wold use this where possible to form new denominations or
splinter groups so that they wee to busy justifying there stance to do the
work of Jesus.
I would ensure that training of a minister is interpreted to be of the mind
(reason) rather than of the heart/nature/character/spirit.
I would methodically interweave the lie with the Truth intricately and in
order to promote the belief that the Cross is not necessary (and avoidable)
in order to be a disciple. I would water down the meaning of this word “Christian.” It would be taken to mean someone who is a ‘good person’
and does community works and that anyone who has a belief in a ‘higher
power’.
I would cause pastors and congregations to think they were special using
names like: THE house of prayer, THE worship centre, etc., implying

they were the only real one of that type. Thorough this I would raise
pride in them and cause them to look down on other churches.
Inerrancy
I would make the credibility of the Bible to be doubted and its inerrancy
(that it is without error because it is inspired by God) to be discredited.
This would allow people to interpret it more in the way I wanted it to be
interpreted so that I could guide it to be a book used by all faiths. This
version of the bible would then become the basis for a one-world religion that shows a Messiah with whom all religions and faiths can identify,
including the New Age people.
I would make certain they would see this messiah in the Bible and not Jesus. While everyone worshipped a messiah it would not be the true one,
Jesus. To enable this I would replace the names of Jesus with new age ty[e
names (master, the one etc.).
Theology
I would make the pursuit of knowledge about God more important than
relating to Him. I would make theologians extremely important so people
followed their teachings and did not pursue the relational side of Christianity being consumed with obtaining knowledge about The Bible and
God.
I would make their interpretation of The Bible more important than God’s
ability to maintain it accurately through the centuries so that theologians
could be used to corrupt the Bible through their interpretation of it being
important because they declared God’s was not able to preserve it so they
had to reinterpret it again to find what was originally said. By this I wold
bring my heresies into the Christian belief system and water it down so it
no longer posed a threat to me.
Calvary
I would Minimize or hide its truths
I would try and hide Calvary and its effects any way I could or mythologise

it so people could make it mean what they wanted it too. If I could not
do this I would minimize the effectiveness of the Cross. I would make it
barely relevant and concentrate on what people did to obtain salvation
trying to convert salvation from faith in Jesus to faith in Calvary plus
works and thus make it difficult to be saved without ritual or sacrifice.
I would make it an Idol
I would make people worship the act of Calvary instead of Jesus and give
it power or ability that was not there, like: salvation, healing and a status
that was greater than what it should have. I would try and replace Jesus
and his salvation with Calvary and hide the fact that Calvary does not save
but only redeem them.
Gospel
I would use worldly ways of promoting the Gospel which negates its
power.
I would make salvation to mean a one-time prayer rather than a relationship.
I would hide the Gospel of The Kingdom so the church would appear no
different to any other social club or body so it did not do the work of Jesus to show His Glory and Majesty and by this show his reality.
I wold hide the manifestation of The kingdom of God so people would
not see anything to make the church desirable or different to what they
were doing already.
I would spiritualize, make irrelevant or hide the important teachings of Jesus, heaven and hell so that there was no urgency to get out the Gospel
message.
I would add works to salvation to hide the truths and simplicity of it or
make the explanation of the gospel complicated so people wold have
trouble understanding it.
Holy Spirit

His Leading and Guidance
I would then replace the guidance of The Holy Spirit. I wold teach He
was impersonal and so not directly approachable or not able to be heard
(so that He would be ignored) then replace this with reasoned theology
and man’s ways of making decisions. In this way I could guide man’s
reason in the direction I choose so that I would rationalize or intellectualize church and spiritual matters to be what I wanted them to be and not as
The Holy Spirit would tell them to do.
Reason would be the basis for determining church matters rather than
hearing and discerning The Holy Spirit’s direction. Thus the church
would be spiritually leaderless and powerless, led by man’s reason and
become irrelevant to most those outside it and would be looked upon as
being no different to any other organization or social club. It would lose
its distinctiveness.
I would be able to influence its decisions as to what Jesus said. Jesus
would not be referred to except as His principles are explained in the way
I caused people to interpret the Bible. This insures that The Holy Spirit
becomes largely irrelevant and not a vital part of a believer’s life. They
would not become a ‘son of God’ and do the work of Jesus.
I cannot stress how important it is for me (Satan) to stop people having a
personal relationship with The Holy Spirit as well as stopping them being
in constant dialogue with Jesus and He. That is why I have churches no
longer teach a personal Holy Spirit or how to talk, hear or dialogue with
Him on a regular basis.
I would exalt guidance by theologians over that of the Holy Spirit. I would
make theologians who reasoned out things the interpreters of the Bible
and not men led by The Holy Spirit, the official interpreter of mine enemy.
I Would remove the guidance of The Holy Spirit in regard to what to
preach by having a liturgical calendar for ministers to follow as well as
prepared sermons they could use if there was not time to prepare one. I
wold also have them do exegesis rather than teach the understanding of a

passage in a a practical way they could apply to their life. Thus preaching
would not meet the need of the church but would be done to satisfy the
denominational requirements.
Churches
Structure
I would cause people to criticise the church and its errors rather than forgiving the people in it who hurt them and interceding for them. This criticism would also serve to distract them from their original purpose. By
having them focus on the established church and on how to reform it, I
would get them sidetracked away from what God really wanted them to do
which is to go out and reach those not of His (Jesus) flock and remove
them from my kingdom to His
I would form denominations and church into factions so that unity was
something that was agreed on by necessity and not through the oneness
they have in The Holy Spirit. It would be a conciliatory agreement necessary for the preservation of the organization rather than through oneness they have through the Holy Spirit.
I wold hide the fact that Jesus does not recognise denominations. He
only recognises His Body (people He is lord of).
I would emphasize the inequality between people so they would feel inferior and inadequate to serve God or feel superior and have pride and seek
the best position. By this I would hide the equality all have in Jesus and
the need for a servant heart amongst the leaders.
I would hide the fact that ministry is service and not control and those
leading spiritually are not to administer the church but to wait on mine
enemy The Holy Spirit to tell the church what Jesus wants it to do.
I would make success in churches measured by numbers, giving to them
wealth, influence and success in business-type structures and not by Miracles and Converts, so that the world’s values were used to measure success
and not God’s values. Any minister or worshiper who knew the error of

these would be removed by the leaders I control or influence. I would
even infiltrate it with my worshipers (Satanist’s) to appear innocent but do
as much damage and dissension to the order in a church.
I would cultivate the cult of people and raise these people up as supernatural heroes so that no matter what error they promoted people would be
blind to it and not question anything they do because of the idolatry they
had in regard to these people. I would prosper these leaders materially and
apparently supernaturally so all would look up to them and desire to be
like them, supernaturally gifted and wealthy. They would have large
business-like organizations and be known nationally and internationally.
Anyone questioning these ‘super spiritual’ people would be persecuted and
cast out, belittled and have their faith and credibility questioned because
they stood against one of these leaders and their activities. Such would be
the worship people had of these leaders that no one would question these
activities.
I would make church services ritualistic, legalistic and boring because of
denominational rules and an over emphasis on the need for order in a
service or by using incompetent preachers who have a licence to preach
but not the calling of Jesus to preach. I would place as many of these uncalled people in church positions so that those who are called cannot take
their rightful place. Because these ‘called ‘people are not qualified as the
church requires it they are not listened to and are dismissed as they are not
‘suitably trained’ to comment on the things of God.
I would have a culture in the church with its own language that would
make it irrelevant to those not raised in a church. There would be programs to change this culture, all designed by man and there would be some
change, but usually the denomination would limit it or the church would
leave the denomination to go further in these changes. Denominations
would even seem to approve these changes, but only after making sure
they were for the benefit of the people in the denomination and satisfied
the beliefs of the denomination.
I would hide the fact that repentance and obedience to the Kingdom of

God was required and not programs that made people feel good but
achieved nothing spiritually.
People outside the church would not be able to relate to this culture if they
had not been raised in the church and I would promote a language not
used in normal daily life that outsiders could not relate too. I would also
have ritual that would mean nothing to those not raised in a church.
There would be no demonstration of the signs and wonders of The
Kingdom of God. I would not have nothing in a church that would make
it attractive to the unsaved outside.
I would set up and teach leadership in the church using the hierarchical
model patterned after the world, so that servant hood (servant/leaders) is
not understood at all.
Preaching
Preaching and teaching would be according to what man reasoned was
necessary and not according to what The Holy Spirit said was necessary.
He would not usually be consulted as to what to preach or teach and if He
was I would have established protocols for this and beliefs to make The
Holy Spirit appear hard to hear and obey. If they believed in hearing The
Holy Spirit I would try to make them hear incorrectly or fear they were
hearing wrongly so that there would be caution as to what they said He
had told them.
If there was any truth I would try to distort it. make it appear irrelevant or
complicate so it was not easily understood. If they had the truth I would
try to use reason and doubt to move them from this truth to error. If
they did not have the truth I would hide it or distract them from it. Thus I
would guide the church into being irrelevant or in error and not doing the
work of mine enemy.
I would Ridicule religion and demean God
I would turn religion into a comedy. Make ministers and Christians out
to be ridiculous people who sin and love worldly pleasures and do things
that worldly people do. But make it funny so it is acceptable as ‘comedy’.

I would make them out to be unspiritual or super spiritual so that they
could not be related too by non-christians and appear to serve no earthly
or spiritual purpose and really are not worth respecting or following. But
once again it must be ‘comedy’ to be acceptable.
I would make the devil to be like a person so the supernatural side of him
and the evil that goes with following him is hidden. Once again ‘comedy’
makes this acceptable.
I would make super human people who are like gods so the real God is
hidden or removed in the mind of a child or toddler so they and older
children in a fantasy world and God is crowded out of their minds by this.
I would make God to be a funny old man in heaven or harsh, legalistic
and/or unforgiving or make him out to be like every other mythological
‘god’
I would make religion not a way of life but something to be laughed at or
mocked through ‘comedies’ about it and things in it that are shown to be
ridiculous and laughable to everyday people.
In other words humanize God, the devil and angels and make religion out
to be something that is no different to worldly life or is so far removed
from reality no one wants to live it. Or show it as strict and unpleasurable
in its lifestyle and not enjoyable so that it is not to be desired.
Fellowship
I wold make church a place to socialise and not a place to fellowship and
encouraging each one as the Bible says they should. The experience in
church would be shallow so that people could go out unchallenged in their
so-called Christian walk. It would be like a formal social club so that activities of the world could take place as ‘outreach’ type events and everyone would think it was a wonderful event and that they were doing something for Jesus when really they were usually only playing games .
I would make fellowship like joining a club. All the fun but no responsibility to another and by this remove the real reason for fellowship, the

showing of God’s Love to each other.
I would encourage people to follow ‘super Christians’ and their ministry as
well as church hop from one church to another to find a fellowship that
will suit them or to follow the latest fads in churches. I would create an instability in their life so they really were never in a position to be discipled.
But then I managed to get that concept out of the church years ago.
I would replace discipling with lecture, courses, programs and sermons so that
few if any Christians in a church would mature as much as they were able
to or do the work of Jesus to their fullest capacity.
I would emphasize ‘horizontal’ fellowship (with each other) above the
‘vertical’ (with Jesus) in order to make the former, the coming together of
the saints, to be empty, powerless, meaningless and more important than
spending time with Jesus.
Miscellaneous
I would hijack revivals emphasising emotional experience, signs and spirituality, hiding the need for repentance and increased intimacy with Jesus.
I would hide the principles of Matt 6:33 so people would not realise my
provision for the ministry I have given them and make it appear necessary
for them to raise the finances to do it so money is taken from things I
needed it for elsewhere.
I would make ministry activities like evangelism, missionaries etc., more
important than meeting the needs of the widow, the fatherless, the poor
and needy around them so that my work there would not be done.
I would make the church irrelevant to the community around it so that no
one would bother seeing what happens there.
Promotion
I wold ensure promotion would be awarded according to a person’s learning or natural accomplishments emphasizing ability and knowledge rather
than spiritual achievements or Christian maturity. I would train people to

ignore the biblical way of promotion and of God’s way of preparing His
servants in favour of man’s requirements for promotion. This would ensure a wrong spirit behind whatever came out of their ministry, tainting
the Gospel’s pure message.
This would also ensure wrong people filled ministry positions and not the
ones God wanted too so that ministry would be ineffective.
Service
I would have the power and activity of the Christian faith appear to be
only for the minister and leaders (and those who are appropriately trained)
so that the followers would not go out and do what they should, believing
they were not suitably trained to do so. I would promote a belief that you
could study or learn how to get spiritual power and ministry gifts and by
this hide the true way of being empowered by God (faithfulness and obedience endurance in trials.)
I would create a smoke screen of church training programs for the members so the people would be trained inadequately and do some work but
really not do the work of Jesus as He wanted it done. People would have
some qualification from these training courses but really still have no real
say in the church management and direction. They would still only
‘evangelize’ as directed by the ministers believing it was necessary for the
minister or specially trained people to lead any evangelistic attempt.
By keeping the hierarchical structure in the denomination and church, of
which qualifications are a part of, I would keep the church in the same
state it was when in this structure was necessary when most members were
uneducated and education was through the places of learning that were
church controlled. Thus the modern educated church member would be
frustrated and find church a place where their needs for expression, as a
Christian, were not met.
I would make people feel too inferior to serve Jesus and make others serve
out of their fears, inadequacies and need for self-esteem so that service
was out of a need to feel adequate and self-esteem rather than love for me

and God’s people.
I would hide the deliverance and healing Jesus offers so people would
never be healed of their fears, inadequacies and need for self esteem and
people would never serve Him as they should because they ministered to
meet their emotional needs and/or feel acceptable to God and not out of
love for the person being ministered too.
I would ensure no Christian knew their authority over me so they could
defeat me as they should.
Anyone questioning the leadership of the church would be called rebellious or immature and disciplined by the eldership under the guidance of
the minister. Any woman questioning the leadership of the church would
be called a Jezebel, controlled by a Jezebel spirit (whether it was true or
not). This condemnation would also apply to women who were erroneously made to submit spiritually to their husbands but who would not.
If people were sufficiently trained to question anything of the leadership I
would have the leaders pay lip service to what they said but would have
the leaders so blinded they would ignore these people calling them deceived and then do what I wanted the leadership to do anyway. By this I
would stop any change or repentance in the leadership I had set up.
The culture I had set up in a church of never doubting the qualified leadership would minimise questioning of the leadership so this should not
happen to often.
Women and Headship
I would make women to be perceived as spiritually inferior, requiring the
spiritual headship of a man and by this replace Jesus as their spiritual head
and hide the true headship which is only domestic. By this I would stop
women reaching their potential and doing what Jesus really wanted them
to do. I would use this wrong headship imposed on them to drive women from their husbands and destroy marriages because of the way the
women were made to feel by the many men who imposed this headship
incorrectly on them.

I would destroy the family through this and the resentment most women
felt at this perceived forced submission. I would hide the submission as
being really to Jesus and not the husband spiritually so that they obeyed
their husbands and not Jesus and resent it. By this I would destroy families or end up having Jezebel run the family. If Jezebel did not control the
wife I would have continual discord between parents so the family would
be in constant discord being too busy defending themselves to show love
and end up divorcing or living in miserable marriages.
By breaking up families I would remove God’s basic unit of worship and
the foundation of true fellowship and God’s main training ground for
children as well as making all family members too insecure to fight me as
they would be too busy trying to cope with life and survive their situation
let alone war against me.
Witnessing and evangelism
I would have churches evangelise by themselves without co-operating with
other churches around them so their efforts would be fragmented and not
very effective
I would have the church to approach a professional who had been
‘trained’ do the evangelism so that the ordinary church goer would not
consider doing it as they were not qualified to do it.
I would have evangelistic crusades but limited to one church so members
could sit there and feel they were doing the work of Jesus and go home
satisfied they had evangelised even if only as part of a church. By this I
would hide the responsibility of everyone to be able to tell others why they
are Christians and why it is necessary to be a Christian,
I would emphasize the differences between the different churches beliefs
so each would evangelize people for their denomination and not for The
Kingdom.
I would instill a ‘fear of man’ in people so that witnessing would be a terrifying experience and many would not do it because of this.

I would make people misunderstand what witnessing was so they would
tell about Jesus but not tell the gospel of Jesus and The Kingdom and thus
how to get salvation.
I would hide the truth that salvation as a relationship that needed to be
worked at and people would be content to sit in a church and b comfortable not realising they needed to do more to keep heir salvation. They
would be told that once you invited Jesus in your heart it was not necessary to do anything else to preserve your salvation.
I would hide the importance of the Gospel of The Kingdom and the importance of understanding how the two kingdoms (God’s and Satans)
interacted in regard to salvation so only a part of The Gospel of The
Kingdom (that only of Salvation)) would be preached.
Deliverance
Demons
I would make Christians believe demons cannot harm them once they
follow Jesus so they are easy targets for my demons. I would also remove
their knowledge of the delegated authority they have over my demons so
that they would not pose a threat to me or them. It would be reasoned
that demons cannot harm them so they do not need to know how to cast
them out or fight them. After all, they say, “a Christian cannot have a
demon or be harmed by them.”
I would also make demons appear to be defeatible by will power or magic
and even promote some demons as being beneficial, especially dragons. I
would attack the mind of children through cartoons and movies. I would
make alternate lifestyles and beliefs also acceptable such as witches and
warlocks, and promote things of other religions that appear harmless but
are dangerous such as meditation and yoga.
I would only need a few ‘respectable and influential’ people to do this people other Christians look up to but who are really trained by reasonings
I have given them, leading theologians and researchers who do not believe
The Bible as they should because of pride in their knowledge, or those

who do not have enough knowledge to discern correctly who can be made
to follow scriptures incorrectly so I can manipulate their reasoning as I
need to and through them hide the danger I and my demons pose to them.
Authority
I would remove the understanding of what properly exercised authority is.
Authority would be something studied for and more a management thing
than a spiritual thing. It would mean academic qualifications and not my
qualifications which are a result of spiritual maturity and tested sufferings
done for My Glory!
I would make career paths in the denominations for people to strive for
and make church postings rather spiritual Godliness become important for
career promotion. The Godliness of a minister would be associated with
the hierarchical standings and level of promotion in the denomination or
the church they ministered to and certain postings would demand the
person had been at certain churches of a certain level as well as achieved
certain results in that church as well. This would mean that ability was
stifled and management skills became important so that a minister who
was a good manager but a terrible preacher could end up leading the denomination instead of someone who was mature and who would guide the
denomination in a godly way.
Warfare
I would make warfare to be shouting and gestures and asserting control
over demons but would hide what it really was, the proper exercising of
delegated authority over the demons. People would not be correctly using the authority they had but would believe they had won a major victory
and not realise my demons were laughing at them.
The few that knew what it was I would get thrown out or driven out of
churches so that they were not accepted in a ministry and would even have
their mental faculties questioned at times to imply they were deluded.
Christian life

Suffering
Trials and tribulations would be turned into a means of God’s Judgment
and punishment rather than His Loving guidance back to where we should
have been and maturing of us through showing his Love and Grace to us
as we walked through them. These then become something to be feared
rather than a loving demonstration of parental guidance and maturing.
Difficult to live
I would promote the lie that the Christian life was difficult to live, as Jesus
has commanded (be holy; be perfect etc.). So, in order to get around
these commands, I would be very creative with the interpretation of the
Biblical verses containing them in order to explain away these commands
and make them easier to achieve.
I would make people despair of living the Christian life and even walk
away from it believing they could ever live it. I would hide the fact of
how easy to live it is when Jesus is your strength and not yourself as you
try to live it in your own strength.
I would also turn it into ritual and legalism so that the freedom they have
in Jesus was well hidden.
I wold make the doubt God’s Love, Control, Purposes and plans for them
so they would think God had forgotten them, despair and even give up
hope.
Communion
I would make communion a solemn, joyless occasion where the people
remember the pain and suffering, ignoring the joy and rewards that followed after Jesus rose from the dead as well as all that resulted from this
event and Calvary. Through this solemnness I would hide the fact that
the sufferings for God always has a reward.
Attitudes
Holiness

The honour and respect that Christians should have with regard to the
observance and care of Holy Things I world reduce to solemn ritual or legalism so that worship becomes a sterile formal exercise. I would encourage emotionalism in those that worshipped freely so that they tried to
capture the experience and not the relationship with Jesus as they worshipped. The experience would become more important than the relationship with Jesus.
I would make complete holiness appear practically unattainable and hide
what it actually was–a lifestyle of continual obedience to Jesus.
Worship
Praise and worship services would be perverted to mere emotional activities or solemn events and thus I would pervert the joyous spirit in these
observances. The Holy Spirit would be blocked out by these emotions
and the ability to hear Him also greatly reduced. The worshipper would
also be skillfully diverted away from the most holy emotions thinking they
had already attained them and would be taught that the emotional experiences they were having were the highest emotions of pure worship or similar.
I would exalt form over function. Worship would become mere words
rather than a heart attitude resulting from the Lordship of their life their
and love for Jesus
I would make worship to mean singing or declaring God’s praise and not a
heart attitude so that worship became a time of singing enjoyable songs
and not getting closer to Jesus.
I would make worship to mean singing to be specifically focusing on Jesus
and not a lifestyle of continual obedience to Him so that their life was
continual worship.
I would make the music and performances as similar as I could to that of
my worldly music so that Christian music was no longer recognisable as
being different to ordinary music and people could not tell whether it was
Christian or Secular. Because of the similarity of Christian music and sec-

ular music I could incorporate into Christian music, without anyone
knowing, that worshiped me.
I would have people sing about Jesus but not too Jesus so that there was
no relational implications in the worship. I would have them sing about
what they were going to do for Jesus in their own strength and not what
Jesus had done in them.
Prayer
I would make prayer to be demonstrative rather than intimate.
I would blind them to the promises in Mat 6:33 by making prayer mean to
ask God for what we need when He had promised to give it to us if we
were wholeheartedly seeking Him and His Kingdom.
I would delude people to believe they could claim promises from God that
would increase their prosperity in direct violation of Mat 6:33 and that
God would have to bless them if they gave to Him.
I would promote soulish prayers that appeared in themselves to be good
but would be a form of control (‘Lord make Him do that’ or ‘I would be
good Lord if he did that’) and in a sense pray as if you could control God
and others through prayer.
Grace
I would pervert the purpose and the meaning of ‘grace.’
I would hide God’s Love and Grace and what they really were so people
would not know see these in their fullness but only the crumbs of what
God had done for them. By this I would make them less thankful and
less appreciative of God’s Love for them. This would discourage people
and make them feel worthless or valueless to God as He did not seem to
show them Love or Grace so that their faith was weak and they would not
serve God as they could.
Society
The Relevance of the Church to Society

I would have the church members be too spiritual to tarnish themselves
with worldly things such as politics or social issues and replace their influences in these areas with my people.
If this did not work I wold make them feel so guilty over what they were
not doing for the poor and needy people in society that they would be
unable to do anything for the feelings of guilt or inadequacy.
This would take the church away from the people who really needed it as
well as allow me to make the laws of the land and determine social issues
because the church was not helping the needy so the government had to
do this. Then I could control society as I wanted to and make laws to
reduce the influence of God in the land and control and influence of the
church in the society I was creating
Education
I would promote Sunday school rather than teaching scripture in schools
so that people did not know who Jesus was unless they attended church or
Sunday school.
Stewardship
I would convince the church and its members they were owners and not
stewards of the things they had and so they could do what they wanted
with them without the need to consult God. So God wold lose the use of
these things and I would have the benefit of them because people do not
ask God what to do with them. This means I could suggest what to do
with them and use these things for my own purposes, They would not be
used to cause people openly to sin but to sidetrack them and gradually lead
them into sin.
Because possessions were thought by people to be their own to do with
what they wanted, I was able to bring in the concept of profit on interest
and saving (hoarding possessions and not sharing excess possessions
with those who needed them) so people wold not trust God for their provision. Wealth creation and profit would become more important than
hearing God as people would not believe they needed to ask God what to

do with things. Because of this we have the resulting financial structure
today with the emphasis on wealth creation. This emphasis on wealth
creation and preservation hid the promises and requirements of Malt 6:33.
By this structure I would tie up the money of God even further having
Christians seek for treasure on earth ignoring their obtaining treasure in
heaven as well as blinding them to their stewardship responsibility of
things, that they needed to ask God what to do with His possessions
which had been entrusted to them.
Until this situation is remedied the church will always be poor spiritually
and financially and not attack my wealth as it should.
Satan has won a major victory
He has stirred up people to fight for the life a prisoner who is to be executed and
lobby governments and do all they can to get this one person stopped being executed. Meanwhile billions face eternal spiritual death in hell and then the lake
of fire and the church hardly blinks an eye.
He has millions dying of poverty and secular type charities are made the main
instruments of meeting their needs so that their spiritual needs are unmet. There
are those that see this in the body but most don’t and ignore this need while enjoying their lifestyle of plenty. Once again Satan has made a master stroke.
Satan has manipulated society so that it requires both parents to work to achieve
a ‘normal’ lifestyle and obtain what the world dictates is obligatory for a normal
lifestyle. By this Christians spend money on things they do not need and Satan
diverts it from the work of God.
Satan has set up a culture of beauty and fashion so billions is spent on things that
The Bible says are not important: clothes, makeup, jewellery, hair styles etc. By
this he diverts money from God and puts in into his treasury.
He blinds people to the need for stewardship of what God gives them and by
this also blinds them to other forms of stewardship: of their body, the earth, of
love and emotions, of the family God has given them, of the ’possessions they
have’. Satan makes people believe they are owners and not stewards of the

things of God so that God is not consulted as to what they are to do with these
things. The church is a terrible offender laying up much treasure on earth and
robbing many needy people of the help they should have had.
When the church gets its priorities right then it will teach what God wants it to
teach. When people understand the deceptions of Satan they will no longer be
snared by them. This is why it is important to be led personally by The Holy
Spirit. If you do not know this leading then you better find out how to be led.
It is only as you are led by The Spirit in all you do that you can be a ‘son of God’
and do what God wants you to do.

Areas of Attack against The Kingdom
The challenge in defending The Kingdom these days
The information explosion means more information is around to learn from
(both Godly and ungodly type of information).
The communication explosion means information is more quickly disseminated
over larger areas than it was before.
Increased literacy levels means more people can read this information, understand it and put it into practice
The decline in Godliness of people as well as in their environment means more
opportunity for ungodly people to express them self openly in immoral or ungodly ways as more and more people openly pursue immoral or ungodly issues in
ways such as:
Laws made by people in authority allowing this ungodly, open expression
Law courts interpreting law in ungodly ways
More emphasis on self-expression allows more open expression in areas
that were once taboo
Restriction on Godly discipline allows ungodly behaviour to flourish
The desire to be different means immoral or ungodly areas are explored

for new ways of self-expression as traditional values have been comprehensively pursued previously and felt to be exhausted
More leaders openly espousing immoral things and ungodly things as a
way of life (homosexual marriages and ministers in ‘christian’ churches)
New areas to battle in
New methods of communication has opened up new areas of battle
So called secret knowledge no longer the domain of secret societies
Media advances has made this knowledge public
Government now allows this openness and legislates to allow this through
Moral freedom of expression
Promoting the ‘rights’ of ungodly people
Reducing or removing penalties for immoral practices
Legislation allowing some ungodly or immoral practices
Education System
Teachers promote or must allow alternatives lifestyles and theories
to be discussed
God has been removed from the classroom so as to not infringe
upon the rights of non-believers, other faiths, cults or religions
The home is the last bastion where censorship has not yet reached
If it is ungodly you can turn it off at home or put it in the garbage
bin
Government cannot legislate effectively to make people watch new
age or immoral material in their home
Home schooling is the only way to objectively teach Godly morals
and values as many Christian schools are a business and put money

before Godliness.
Three main areas of communication Satan uses
Oral Communication (live debate, teaching or discussion between people)
Electronic communication (use of electronic media or medium)
Written Communication (written on recording materially in a
non-electronic way such as paper, books, bill boards)
The battle is no longer just in the church
There is no longer a godly society to maintain standards outside the
church
The church does not stand as a united front any more against ungodly
legislation or media
Most churches do not know how to fight this threat anyway or there
would not be a problem now
Liberal or apostate ‘Christians’ accept ungodly or immoral practices
Principles to use in fighting this battle
Jesus is greater than Satan and has defeated him
He has delegated to us this authority to defeat Satan
The Kingdom of God comes by force (in other words you must fight to
maintain it or take territory from the enemy). Passivity achieves nothing
and gives territory to the enemy
You do not cast demons out of a non-Christian as seven worse one take
their place You bind (imprison them in the person) instead
Satan must go when told to as the authority of The Kingdom is greater
than any authority he has.
Suggested approach to this new area of warfare

Warfare is now global as the methods of disseminating this ungodly information is global as are the groups promoting it so it is no longer limited
as it was in the past to just one person or a small group in a localized area
or nation
It requires a global approach by Christians who understand the battle and
their authority and who fight against the evil in their country and in others.
These Christians do not need to know each other
The Holy Spirit is their unifier and guide in this warfare
They only need to be able to hear The Holy Spirit clearly and know the
principles of battle
Any demon or their plans are a target
When attacked by demons attack them back
The demons personally attacking them
The demons whose plans are being carried out (Ep 6:12)
There is no time or distance in the spiritual so you can cast a demon to the abyss
no matter where they are: earth, heaven or elsewhere.
People needed
People ready to replace the enemy in territory the enemy has been driven
from and maintain the wictory
People willing to battle for The Kingdom
People willing and able to train other people for the battle
People who seek the promotion of Jesus and His Kingdom
People who are led by The Holy Spirit in all things
People who know their role in this battle and area able to fulfil it
People who love Jesus sufficiently to pay whatever price is needed to battle

for Him.
Examine yourself and determine what your role is. Not all are called to be leaders/teachers in this battle but all are called to take part in it, even if only when
watching television or listening to radio. Be ready to fight wherever you are at
the ungodly things Satan promotes in the media he controls and be ready to tell
anyone who asks what Jesus means to you and how He can set them free.
Remember, when good people do little or nothing to oppose evil then it will
flourish which implies the current ungodliness in western nations is the fault of
the church not doing what it should have done or these nations would still be
Godly nations.
(The next chapter entitles “How to attack Satan” has some ideas on how to fight
this battle).
Remember to defeat Satan you need to control the media, education and government so you can legislate to undo Satan’s work and influence what people
think with the truths of The Kingdom as well as bind and remove the demons
behind the events in the media. The Holy Spirit will show you your role in this
war if you are interested in fighting it for Jesus.

How to defeat Satan’s Attacks on you
Kingdom Deliverance Prayer
Satan cannot enter The Kingdom of God so anything given to be Lord of and
thus part of His Kingdom Satan cannot touch without permission of Jesus. This
is the basis of the following framework of five steps which The Holy Spirit
showed me to use for fighting Satan and personal deliverance.
Give the sin, area(s) of moral weakness, circumstance(s), problem(s), event(s) or
situation to Jesus to be lord of so that they are part of His Kingdom.
Forgive all who have offended you as well as yourself, repent of unforgiveness,
bitterness, root of bitterness any wrong emotions or attitudes towards

others or yourself (in you either known or unknown) as well as any sins
you are bringing to Jesus. These need not be told to anyone as only Jesus needs to know them. This forgiving others ensures there are no
hindrances to God hearing these steps.
In accordance with the Will of Jesus (The King of The Kingdom) command all
that is not of The Kingdom in you to leave and go to the throne of
Grace to be judged and dealt with along with all the consequences of
these things.
In accordance with the Will of Jesus, in Jesus’ Name command healing and restoration of all the damage Satan did to you.
Ask Jesus to send The Holy Spirit to empower you in this, fill you, replacing all
the demons that have left your soul or body as well as replacing all that is
in you which is not of The Kingdom as you want nothing in you that is
not of Jesus (His Kingdom!)
Whenever Satan attacks give the area of attack to Jesus using the five steps. You
can also dedicate things to Jesus to protect using steps 1,3 and 5 but I usually
prefer to do all the five steps in case there is any deliverance I need in this area.
Whenever I get any partially incorrect or wrong thoughts, sensations, feelings or
emotions, I command the demons behind them to leave and go to the Throne of
Grace and be judged there.
Remember these steps are a framework and not a legalistic type rote magic formula. If your heart does not mean what you say Satan will laugh at your hypocrisy and God will not hear your.

How to Attack’ Satan
I now give some guidelines on how to cause damage to Satan and his system and
hinder his work of attacking The Kingdom of God.
Firstly you need to believe Jesus is greater than Satan and that in the Name of
Jesus, he and his demons can be bound and go to the throne of Grace and be
judged.

Secondly you need to know your delegated authority over Satan and not be afraid
to use it in accordance within the guidelines of Jesus.
Satan cannot make you do anything you do not agree to do. So, the first line of
defence is your rejecting what he offers. Give any noticeable weakness to Jesus,
ignore any temptation, cast it out in Jesus’ Name, and ask The Holy Spirit to replace it with His thoughts. If the weakness is still used by Satan to attack you,
then treat the area as one that needs deliverance (The Five Steps).
This is how you will defend his counterattacks on you personally.
Remember that Jesus said The Kingdom comes by force. In other words
through attacking Satan and not by sitting in a church just talking about it.
Attacks on your family
Whenever Satan attacks you or your family command the demons to go to the
throne of Grace and be judged. Say a prayer like the one below.
I also command you in Jesus’ Name Satan to send every demon attacking me or my family either
directly or indirectly through other people or objects along with all those planning these attacks or
helping in any way to go the throne of Grace and be judged and not be replaced. I ask you Holy
Spirit to take their place.
Remember also Satan will attack in such a way that will try and make you believe
you or a family member are not delivered in an area. Just check with The Holy
Spirit in case there is still problems to deal with in which case use ‘The Five
Steps’ otherwise just cast him to the throne of Grace and be judged Jesus’ Name.
To get you to do what he wants Satan has to usually suggests you do not have
something when you really do have it. For example he will try and convince you
that you are mad or insane when you are not or that you have lost your salvation
when you have not. If you were he would not have to try and convince you that
you were. So if Satan keeps placing in your mind that you are fearful, mad, or
any other thing, you know that you are not or he would not have to try and convince you that you were what he is suggesting to you that you are.
Never assume anything or react to criticism or attacks on you but go to The Holy
Spirit and ask what to do. Then you will be led by Him in all things as you fight
for The kingdom and seek to serve The Kingdom. Satan has built up reactions

and assumptions in you so that you will do things his way which is why it is important to go to The Holy Spirit in all things and not listen to self or your own
reason. The five steps is used to deal with these in built assumptions and reactions.
When casting out or binding demons in the daily areas of your life (home, work,
meetings, things you are stewards of, etc.). Remember demons have no right to
attack so can be cast out regardless of what they are doing. Remember also to
ask The Holy Spirit to take their place.
Remember also it is a daily battle which is why His mercies are renewed every
morning as if in this time or season things are done daily. Perhaps this is why in
Mat 6:33 we are only to look at each day at a time. (3:22,23 it states His mercies
are renewed every day).
It is as if there is a reset button so that we need to pray, bind or cast out every
day which is the reason daily prayers are daily prayers. Sometimes we can bind
demons for longer periods but it appears to be at God’s discretion.
Sometimes a demon is allowed to stay by The Lord and not go. This is because
there is something the person needs to understand and the demon will go after
the person understands what God wants them to know.
A new way to attack Satan
Recently I was shown this way to attack Satan
People say a demon has a legal right because a person has accepted what they
have been offered by the demon. The Law does not condone a crime because
the victim allowed the perpetrator to do it to them. It says a higher law is there
that has been broken and judges them according to that law.
So it is with Satan and his demons. They have broken The Laws of The Kingdom of God and its Ruler, Jesus. Accordingly, they can be punished for this.
So while the person accepts what the demon offers, the demon can be punished
for breaking The Laws of God and sent to The Abyss after the person repents
and obeys God.
The fact a person accepts what the demon offers them does not give the demon
a legal right to break the law of God and it is for this they are cast to the Abyss.

Remember to command in Jesus’ Name the healing of person of all the damage
the demons did to them as well as also to ask the Holy Spirit to fill them.
So if you ask a child to do something, if they rebel and will not do it then the
casting out and punishing of demons can go on until the child finally obeys. The
task must be within your authority and the guidelines of the Kingdom for this
approach to be effective.
An example is as follows
You ask your eldest son to take out the garbage. You know he will not do this
but that still does not stop you asking. When he says “No!” You command the
following:
In Jesus Name I command that as long as my son does not take out the garbage every demon
stopping him doing this is to be whipped by the angels until my son obeys. When my son finally
takes out the garbage, then I command in Jesus’ Name that the demons behind his rebellion are
to go to the throne of Grace and be judged.
While the son does not take out the garbage every demon stopping him doing
this will be whipped and when your son obeys they will go to the throne of
Grace and be judged. Satan starts the rebellion and we use it against him.
This can be applied to any situation where you have authority to ask someone to
do something: daughter asked to sweep or make her bed, son asked to mow the
lawn, etc. You are only limited by your ability to hear The Holy Spirit as He
shows you areas to use this in.
To torment the demons ask the child to do something you know he will not do
and command a punishment on the demons until he does it. All is fair in this
war against Satan.
This can also be applied to events and other activities a led by The Spirit.
Against neighbours demons are using to make noise and stop you doing Bible
study or prayer for example or even sleeping at night.
This attack on Satan is very affective as Susan and I have seen the demons trying
to get the person to stop the wrong action or attitude and stop themself being
punished.
Note: This approach is very effective when you set a task you are authorized to

set, which you know will never be done by the person you asked to do the task.
Geographic Attacks (Spiritual territories being targeted)
To remove the external demons attacking you, as well as do some real damage to
Satan’s network in the spiritual territory you live in, you can cast the entire body
of demons (who have no right to be there) out of a geographical area not just the
ones that are attacking you. The Territorial Spirit is there because the sin in the
area allows him to be). So do not attack him unless you have been specifically
told by God to do so. Ask The Holy Spirit the geographical area given you.
Note that these demons are not territorial spirits (the rulers of the area), but other demons that are in the geographical area.
You need to know:
Your authority to do this in Jesus
The area from which you are able to evict demons (This information must
be given to you by The Holy Spirit)
So whenever you are attacked by demons, that do not need to be cast out of you,
pray as follows:
In Jesus’ Name I command every demon in the (name the geographical area) to go to the throne
of Grace and be judged. In Jesus’ Name I forbid any demons from replacing them or repairing
or replacing any of Satan’s infrastructure that has been damaged. I ask you Father to take the
territory they have vacated for The kingdom of Jesus and to consolidate it so they cannot use it
again.
Halloween and other Satanic events such as witches conferences or new
age conferences
These can be attacked as follows while the event is on
Praise Jesus for His victory over Satan and that He is lord of all so that
Satan must bow to His Will.
Cast out geographically in that area every 30 mn for the duration of the
event or do it in a relay with others. Only requires one to cast our geographically.
You can also pray against the event as follows:

Its organisation
Forbid demons to help it in any way
Command them to go to the throne of Grace and be judged in Jesus
Name if they even think of helping the event in any way
Bind their power so they cant use the people in the event or work through
them
Also ask The Father to send His angels to cause as much disruption as
they can to the event.
Thank The Father Jesus and The Holy Spirit that these things have been
done
Satan using people against you
People of the world are under Satan’s authority and he can use them against you
to delay you, hurt you, harass you or wear you out through being overly demanding or just using them to either waste time or aggravate you so you can’t do
the things God wants you to do. So pray as follows:
In Jesus Name I forbid any person from being used by Satan either directly or indirectly to attack me or my family in any way and I command any demon doing this to go to the throne of
Grace and be judged along with those that are helping them or ordered them to attack me.
Satan affecting things you own
These need to be dedicated to Jesus and His Kingdom so pray this way:
Lord, I give you the (name the object e.g., house, car, television, computer, dog, washing machine
etc) to be Lord of and I declare Satan you no longer have a right to be in or attached to or to use
that (name the thing given) in any way so in Jesus’ Name go to the throne of Grace and be
judged.
I ask you holy spirit to replace them and fill this (house etc.) with your presence.
You can also give events and circumstances to Jesus using these prayers so the
He is Lord of the situation or future event and Satan has to stay away from them.
If something has been dedicated to Jesus then tell Satan to leave them as follows:
Satan! This (insert object, item or animal) has been dedicated to Jesus so I command you to leave

it in Jesus Name and to go to the abyss and to stay there.
Violent Crimes
In the news when a person is raped, bashed or abused in anyway without their
consent the demons have not had a right to do that usually as the attack is normally unprovoked by the person being attacked) so they can be cast out to the
abyss. It is an attack on illegal activities of demons so pray something like:
In Jesus Name I command every demon that was involved at any stage of the (name the crime or
abuse) to go to the throne of Grace and be judged and I forbid and demons from taking their
place. In Jesus Name I command healing on any damage that was done to the person and ask
you Holy Spirit to take their place in them.
Thank you Father, Jesus Holy Spirit.
The bipolar prayers may also be necessary in my book of deliverance on my web
site.
Demons where you are at work
You can deal with demons causing problems as work as follows:
In Jesus Name I forbid any demon from attacking me at work or using other people to attack
me at work and in Jesus Name I command all the demons in the work area that are there now
or have been there in the last 24 hours to go to the throne of Grace and be judged. In Jesus’
Name I also forbid any demons from entering the work place.
Holy Spirit, please take their place and Father send your angles to be there as necessary and
minister.
In Jesus’ Name I command any demon attacking me at work to go to the abyss and stay heres
the moment they start to attack me along with all other demons involved in any way in the attack.
Thank You
I have a friend who is a nurse working night shift and is going through divorce.
She needed to pray the following every day she went to work:
When leaving for work she had to bind the demons and forbid them following her home and/or stirring up any trouble in the house between the
children

She needed to bind the demons at work. When she did this the patients
slept through the night otherwise they got up frequently and had to be put
back to bed. She nursed dementia patients and seriously ill patients.
She needed to daily give her work situation to Jesus
She needed to forbid any demons from following her home
She thanked The Father, Jesus and The Holy Spirit.
She use to come home tired and had to bind the demons causing her
tiredness to go in Jesus Name
She then gave her sleep to Jesus to protect it
In Meeting, Seminars, other confrontations with Satanic/evil teaching or
purposes

Always remember it is a confrontation of kingdoms and kings when you see
people preaching evil or compromise and debating for or against Jesus. This
means it is spiritual warfare so the following is suggested whenever you see this
confrontation.
If in the media and it is a past event then you can do nothing except attack
the demons that were behind the event and minimise the influence of the
activity.
If it is live then do the following:
In Jesus Name command every demon to leave and go to the throne of Grace and be judged and
forbid any demon replacing them and any that tries to replace them command in Jesus Name to
go straight to the throne of Grace and be judged. Geographic casting out also annoys them and
hinders their work there.
In Jesus Name bind the demon there inside or outside of anyone and forbid them from helping
any person in any way or from blinding or hindering the understanding of any people there to the
truths The Father, Jesus and/or The Holy Spirit want to tell them.
In Jesus Name forbid any demon from hindering in any way those that are standing for Jesus.
In Jesus’ Name i forbid any demon influencing anyone watching this media event.
Ask The Father to send His Angels and The Holy Spirit to be sovereign so Jesus

is Glorified and edified by what is said and The Kingdom also is advanced by
what happens next.
Machines and equipment
Satan can stop machines and equipment working. God can also keep broken
equipment working until the spare parts arrive to fix it.
I have known of a broken machine that worked for 6 months till the parts arrived to fix it
I have a friend whose car stopped for no reason. He felt a demon in the back
seat and told it to go. The car started again.
I know of a machine that would not work properly as the operator had not asked
forgiveness of another. When that was done the machine worked properly and
faultlessly again.
Machines are easier for Satan to control than humans as they do not have free
will and most are not given to Jesus to be Lord of so that they are easily attacked.
I believe we can cause machines used by Satan’s people to break down in Jesus
Name if it is being used against the things of God. We can also command machines to work again that he has stopped working
Family pets and livestock
Family pets and livestock as well as farm produce are also able to be attacked by
Satan and used by him if they are not given to Jesus or under the stewardship of
one who has Jesus as Lord and who covers daily in prayer all they are steward of.
Satan will try and stir up animals and use them against you so you need to cast
the demons out of them and ask The Holy Spirit to take the place of the demons
that have left. They too have a soul as we do for demons to inhabit.
Insects and Wild animal
Satan can also control these and as they are under the authority of no one but are
part of his world system they can be sent away and the demons controlling them
to the throne of Grace and be judged.
Elemental Demons
These control fire, water, earth and wind which can be all use to attack you. I

bind them whenever storms or other bad weather are around and forbid them
causing any damage to property I am on or anything on it.
Scrambler demons
These seem to have the ability to make a person hear something different to what
is actually said with the aim of causing dissension, fear or rejection of what the
person said. Never react or assume but double check what a person says if you
are not sure it sounded right and if there was a scrambler demon deal with him.
Anything you are doing
Travelling, projects, picnics, barbecues etc. Bind the demons from causing
trouble. Satan is a spoil sport so will try and cause problems so you stop him.
Ungodly things in the media
Anything ungodly you see, read or hear, attack the demons behind it. Remember the writers, editors and directors are only doing what demons are suggesting.
Pray a prayer of command like the one below:
In Jesus name I command any demon who had any part in the writing, production or promotion
of this (name the offending item) or was associate with it in any way to go to the throne of Grace
and be judged along with all that helped them or planned this (name the movie, book etc.). In
Jesus Name I also forbid any demons from replacing them to continue in the mission of the ones
sent to the abyss.
I find this material offensive and you have no right to confront me with it. Holy Spirit take
their place and negate the damage they have done or have tried to do.
Thank You Father, Jesus, Holy Spirit
What to do about idols
In many countries idols are everywhere. Many have demons associated with
them that promote worship of these idols. So what can a Christian do about
them?
Paul never attacked the idolatry directly. Declaring Jesus instead and showing
how superior He was to the idol. (See Ephesians and the dissertation in Acts
17). So apart from proclaiming Jesus, what can you do?
The demon is there because of the worship of the people so trying to cast the

demon out is really futile as another will gladly take its place. I suggest you forbid them from leaving the object they are in and binding them so they cannot use
it for anything either with it or through it. This leaves them trapped and not able
to use it.
Remember to check with The Holy Spirit as to what He wants you to do about
the idol and the demon in it in case you are to leave it alone. After all, He is the
coordinator of God’s Army and the guide as to what and where you are to attack
or defend.
Dealing with Harry Potter and The New Age
I watched “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire”. I turned it of halfway through
but ended up watching it all as I was told to by The Holy Spirit. Why did I
watch it you ask? There were two reasons:
The Lord showed me how wonderfully deceptive and inviting is the way
Satan has used the media to promote the new age
Jesus asked me? “How do you deal with Harry Potter” and by association
He said later “and the New Age teachings”.
Unless you know what the devil is doing you will not know how or what to fight.
I pondered this problem as it seemed insurmountable to defeat the demons behind Harry Potter and all the new age shows on TV and movies (cartoon or drama). Then The Lord reminded me that these people believe they control the
demons and do not realise the demons control or use them for their own demonic purposes. All the power of the new age comes from demons so if you
bind the demons and stop them working the people have no power of any kind.
This is the truth that could set them free. After all Christianity is a power encounter when it is lived correctly.
The church, while teaching that Harry Potter and the new age is wrong does not
really show any reason usually for these new age people to leave the new age and
follow it. Why should they listen to the church when it offers no real alternative
to their teachings or power or control of the supernatural they appear to have.
Remember that Satan takes the teachings of Jesus, adds some mystery and supernatural perverts it to suits his purposes then regurgitates it out as something

attractive and powerful (the new age) and while the church does little to show
where the new age is wrong it will continue to lose the fight for these deceived
people.
I was shown a two pronged attack by Jesus:
With live shows promoting the new age, attack and bind the demons behind the people teaching, selling or demonstrating new age beliefs and/or
power
With movies, TV dramas, prerecorded media events or shows, cartoons,
books, magazines, CD’s, DVD’s or similar media, bind the demons behind
the people who wrote the scripts, acted them out or had another role to
play in the production of the movie, TV drama or show, cartoon, book,
magazine, CD, DVD or similar media as well as any demons that go out
with these things and promote them to the viewers.
So a command like this should be said:
Satan, you have forced on me without my consent things that are ungodly and that I do not
want. In Jesus Name I bind every demon guiding or helping any person involved in any way
with this show and forbid you from ever influencing or using the person or any other person for
your purposes again. If you are not in a person and had anything to do with this entertainment
I command you in Jesus Name to go to the throne of Grace and be judged along with those who
planned or helped in this.
Do this with every wrong and ungodly show on TV, film, book, writing or similar.
What is also needed
You also need to show that all the magic in Harry Potter
is really special effects, that magic does not really exist or it would have been used
instead of special effects.
This means wizards on witches really have no power but it is demons doing the
so called magic..
This is the only way to show that Harry Potter is an imaginary story and all the
magic in it, is really imaginary and illusion.

How to fight Evolution
Evolution is promoted by demons so we need to hinder their work of promoting
evolution to the world and hiding the truths of The Bible from people as well as
the science that show evolution is false. You need to show the truths of The
Bible and science to those who have been seduced by evolution It is a spiritual
battle worked out in the physical and in the minds of those who believe for or
against evolution. Evolution and Christianity are based on faith in a person’s
beliefs and perspective: either God or Man’s viewpoint of history.
The demons of evolution and false faith need to be bound in Jesus Name along
with the demons hiding the truths of God from people as well as the scientific
truths necessary to free people from evolutionary beliefs.
There is much evidence evolution is incorrect but this will not sway people who
believe in it as it is a faith thing really and not an empirical thing or the evidence
for a young earth would have shown the time frame of evolution is impossible to
all who saw it. But facts are not important to evolutionists as it is a faith thing
so even scientific evidence will not make them change their beliefs as it also may
mean they need to believe in a personal God they are accountable too and many
evolutionists do not want to do that.
Accordingly the battle against evolution and for truth needs to be fought on the
spiritual level by binding the demons promoting it and stopping people hearing
and understanding the truths of God as well as on a scientific level through
showing the evidence that shows evolution is impossible.
The Holy Spirit will show you what to pray if you are interested in this battle for
the truths of The Bible and against the errors Satan has promoted to remove creation (and Genesis) and God from the knowledge of people.
People who believe in evolution cannot believe The Bible as it is in error according to them so they cannot rely on it for salvation as they do not know what other parts of the Bible are in error. An evolutionist cannot believe in the God of
The Bible their God cannot create things as the God of The Bible does. The
moment you qualify the abilities of God as represented in The Bible you serve
another god of far lesser power than that of The Bible (by default a god Satan
has given you to believe in).

Covens
Should you attack covens? Only if Jesus tells you too!
What to command against them?
In Jesus’ Name:
Break every curse they have sent against you and send the demons back to
them to put on them what they cursed you with.
Command anything they have placed on you to go and the demons enforcing their commands in regard to these things to go and put back on
the covens what they tried to put onto you.
Command demons to no longer answer the requests or commands of the
coven. This removes their power base.
Command that whenever a demon leaves a coven to attack you they are to
go back instead and attack the coven that sent them with whatever the
coven was going to place on you.
All this is done in Jesus Name.
Remember to attack only what Jesus says to and when He says too.
When under attack by a coven the prayers can be combines like below:
In Jesus’ Name I forbid any demon from:
Attacking my husband, myself and my children in any way either directly or indirectly using
anything animate or inanimate
Blocking us from hearing and understanding the truths The Father, The Holy Spirit and Jesus
want us to hear and understand
From blocking us seeing the love of God towards us as well as the beauty of His Creation
From attacking anything we are a steward of or are using in any way.
And in Jesus’ Name I command the demons they moment they start to attack us in any of these
areas to go to back to the coven and attack them and then go to the throne of Grace and be
judged.
In Jesus Name I break every curse over myself and my family from any source or time and

command the demons enforcing those curses to go back to the people that sent them and to do to
them what they wanted the demons to do to us.
In Jesus Name I forbid any demons in any way from helping any coven in any way and from
doing anything they command them to do. In Jesus Name I command that the moment a
demon decides to help them the demon is to go to the throne of Grace and be judged.
I declare this house and land and anything on or in them belong to Jesus and you demons have
no right to attack them in any way and the moment you do you are to go to the abyss immediately in Jesus’ name and to stay there.
You may also need to pray the following
In Jesus Name I break the power of any spells blood sacrifices, watchers, objects planted on the
land or in the house and Sacrifices buried in the ground and command the demons enforcing
them to go to the throne of Grace and be judged in Jesus’ Name. In Jesus Name I forbid any
demons from ever again being involved in these against me, my family and all I am steward of
and ask you Father to send your angels to protect us and also I ask you Holy Spirit to let your
presence be on this land and in any buildings on it and to mark it as belonging to The Kingdom
of God because we rededicate it again to you Jesus for you to be Lord of and to use for your
Kingdom
Thank you Father, Holy Spirit Lord Jesus.
Confusion
Psa 35:4 Let them be confounded and put to shame that seek after my soul: let
them be turned back and brought to that devise my hurt.
You can call confusion on the enemy’s plans as well as prevent them. Just
command confusion on the demons in Jesus Name and nominate the area you
want confused as well as forbidding demons to attack the plans you nominate.
In Jesus’ Name I command confusion on the enemy and their plans against us and command the
to go to the throne of Grace and be judged in Jesus’ Name along with all that helped them or
planned or encouraged them in these attacks. Thank you Father, Holy Spirit Lord Jesus.

Daily Prayers
First thing in the morning:
Good morning Father, Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit.

Thank you for this day. I give it to you Jesus to be Lord over and to protect.
In Jesus’ Name I forbid and demon from:
Attacking anything I, my family, friends or relatives are steward over, have authority over, or are
using for The Kingdom of God or hold in reserve to use for The Kingdom of God.
Blocking any of us from hearing and understanding the Truths The Father, Jesus or The Holy
Spirit want us to hear or understand
Attacking any of us either directly or indirectly using animate or inanimate things.
Or stopping us appreciating God, His workings and His creation
In Jesus’ Name I command any demon attacking us to go to the throne of Grace and be judged
the moment they start to attack us along with all other demons involved in any way in the attack.
Thank you Father for your Provision, Ministry of Angels, Jesus and Your Love
Thank you Jesus for Calvary, The Holy Spirit, Your delegated Authority and Your Love
Thank you Holy Spirit for your guidance, teaching, Empowerment and Love.
Help me to appreciate all of these each day.
Help me to love others as you love them today
Amen
The last thing at night:
Good night Father, Jesus Holy Spirit.
Thank you for all you did this day
Father, send your angels to minister to me
Lord Jesus be near me so Satan will not come near me
Holy Spirit keep my mind through your truths
I commit my sleep to you to protect
Thank you Father , Jesus Holy Spirit
Amen
Note:

Sin should not need to be deal with here as it should be dealt with as it arises
during the day but if you are reminded of something then deal with it before you
go to sleep. Spouses should ensure there is nothing wrong between them before
they go to sleep or have sex.
In Conclusion
In conclusion I remind you that the armour of a Christian has no protection at
the rear so that you must always face the enemy and attack them or hold ground
against them. When they attack you attack them back and also command as
follows:
In Jesus’ name I command any demon that attacks me or is thinking of attacking me or (insert
name of people, things or projects etc.) in Jesus’ Name to go to the throne of Grace and be judged
the moment you attack me or think of attacking me along with all other demons involved in any
way even of they only encourage you to attack me (or other person, thing etc.).
Epilogue
Satan is a defeated foe and the sooner people realise this and their delegated authority over him the sooner they can do the work of Jesus as He wants them to
do it.
Learn to hear The Holy Spirit as He will lead and guide you to avoid the traps
Satan sets for you. Make certain Jesus is Lord of all your life so that you are protected by Him from Satan.
As you reject the things of Satan an embrace the things of Jesus, Satan will have
less to tempt you with and perhaps here lies the true victory over Satan, the living
of such a holy life through constant obedience to Jesus that Satan can find nothing in you to attack.
It is war so fight or go under.

